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(Johnson,
1997),
an expert
peer reviewer
approach
ability
perform, and
was
askedtotoschool,
code the
itemstoseparately,
and
comprehension.
Research
indicates
that
the
initial intercoder
agreement
rate was
parental
involvement
in statistics
a students’
94%.
Next,
descriptive
were
schooling for
caneach
greatly
impact
how the child
generated
of the
closed-item
succeeds (Auerbach, 1997; Gaitan, 2012;
responses.
Ortiz, 2004).
Conclusions were drawn using a mixed data
Because approach
reading and
literacy
important
analysis
(Combs
& are
Onwuegbuzie,
to understandings
in and
the field
of education,
2010).
Quantitative
qualitative
data
this study
will
focus
on the analysis
were
mixed
using
cross-over
analysisof data
relating to specifically
reading achievement
scores of
strategies,
that of data
Hispanic students
and aspects
of personal
integration
(Onwuegbuzie
& Teddlie,
2003).
background
that may
affect
a students’
A
parallel mixed
analysis
process
was used,
score. involves
It is important
to consideranalysis
the
which
the independent
of
students thatand
make
up the population
in our
quantitative
qualitative
data. Finally,
nation’s
classrooms.
TheinU.S.
is on a
the
data were
combined
the data
trajectory to continue
to become
interpretation
stage where
inferences were
increasingly diverse (Ball & Tyson, 2011;
constructed.
Boske & Benavente-McEnery, 2010).
Hispanics, especially, are the group of
Findings
individuals that are the fastest growing
subset of
the U.S.
population
(Hemphill and
&
Mixed
methods
analysis
of quantitative
Vanneman,data
2011;
Humes,
Jones, & Ramirez
qualitative
from
the questionnaires
2011; Kober,
2010).
Moreover,
revealed
several
results
related to teachers’
approximately
12%team
of people
age fivepay
and
perceptions
of the
performance
over in theThese
U.S. are
Hispanic
(Robinson,
program.
results
were examined
2008). Some
research
that there is
through
the lens
of the indicates
conceptual
an achievement
gaporganized
between White
students
framework
and are
using these
and Hispanic theories.
students (Robinson, 2008;
motivational
Rojas-LeBouef & Slate, 2012; Lopez et. al,
2007). Kober (2010) cites that by eighth
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%

proficient in reading by 8th grade and only
Expectancy
56% of Hispanic high school students are
In
both years
of the study,
teachers
proficient
in reading
compared
to 81% and
expressed
high levels
of expectancy related
78% respectively
for Whites.
to performance pay. They believed that
their
efforts would
to an
award, that
Achievement
gapslead
can be
attributed
to a
they
would
be rewarded
for their
variety
of factors.
Certainly,
the dominance
performance,
and that
they
wouldteachers
meet their
of monolinguistic,
white
female
in
personal
For example,
teachers
educationgoals.
may have
play a rolemost
in the
ability
(78.4%)
in with
Yeardiverse
1 responded
had a
to connect
groupsthat
of they
students
clear
the criteria to earn &
an
(Ball understanding
& Tyson, 2011;ofDarling-Hammond
award.
Even
moreSome
teachers
in Year
Bransford,
2005).
studies
have2
(90.6%)
a clear understanding.
suggestedclaimed
that variables
of income, parental
Teachers
that criteria
educationbelieved
and occupation,
and established
immigrationin
the
incentive
plan
wereinworthy
of extra
pay,
status
may play
a role
Hispanic
students’
with
an 85.2%
agreement
rate. 1992;
In Year
1,
reading
development
(Grouws,
Pond,
56.5%
the teachers expected
to that
receive
an
1999). of
Understanding
the factors
hinder
award,
increasing
78.8% in Year
2.
or support
literacytodevelopment
is important
as research has indicated a link between
Additional
insights related
to expectancy
literacy development
and achievement
later
theory
were
gained 2009;
from open-ended
on in life
(Billings,
Dickinson &
comments.
One
teacheretdescribed
Tabors, 2002;
Herbers
al., 2012).the
motivational benefit of a goal focus to earn
an award: “The pay incentive has been an
Family
involvement
is one aspect
excellent
tool in motivating
me to that
takethis
more
study
aims to look classes.”
at more closely.
Family
staff development
However,
may
playteacher
an instrumental
in literacy
another
provided arole
clearly
development
among children
(Billings,
articulated statement
of negative
2009;
Ortiz, 2004;
al., 1988).
expectancy:
“FromWhitehurst
what I haveetseen
so far
Moreover,
a family’s
can afford
for
is that the goals
set byincome
the program
are not
additional
opportunities
formoney
learning
reachable nor
is it enough
to or be
restricted
financial
implications.
motivate aby
teacher
to go
beyond whatPoverty
is
is
a greatrequired
issue facing
many students today.
already
of them.”
Berliner (2006) points out that poverty is the
issue
that is most plaguing student
Equity
achievement and that students of urban
minority
poor were
students
are for
below
Research and
findings
mixed
the that of
their
middle-class
peers. “A majority
category
of equity white
(i.e., distributive
justice,
of
school-age Latino
are
organizational
justice,children
and procedural
economically
disadvantaged.
than
justice). The quantitative
dataMore
suggested
one-fourth
come
families with
high levels (27%)
of equity,
butfrom
the qualitative
data
incomes
the poverty
level,
and
reflected below
concerns,
especially
about
another
33%justice
are near
poor”
(Kober,
2010, p.
distributive
(i.e.,
fairness
of award
3).
distribution).
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Teachers
believed
ascertains
that thethe
incentive
concernplans
over
used
children
in their
and schools
reading were
in thefair
following:
(i.e., 80.3% in
Year
“Reading
1; 71.1%
and writing
in Year are
2). passports
The percentage
to
of
achievement
agreement in
in many
Year 2,
other
although
curricular
still areas,
substantially
and literacy education
high, wasplays
9.2%an
lower
important
than
Year
role in1 moving
results. people
In bothout
years,
of poverty
the qualitative
toward
data
greater
reflected
self-sufficiency
concerns about
post-graduation.
equity,
particularly
Schools andrelated
home environments
to the rules forshare
allocating
awards.
responsibility
Statements
for literacy
related
skill
to adevelopment”
lack of
fairness
(p. 8). were more prevalent in Year 2 even
though more teams (81% vs. 64%) received
an
A student
award the
does
second
not come
year.toIn
theaddition,
classroom
most
a
teachers
blank slate,
believed
however,
that but
the is
award
riddled
amounts
with
were
experiences
large enough
that shape
to bethe
motivating.
students’ A
reverse-coded
approach to school,
item identified
ability to perform,
that a small
and
number
comprehension.
of teachers
Research
agreed indicates
that the award
that
was
parental
not large
involvement
enough in
to abestudents’
motivating to
them
schooling
(i.e., can
17.5%
greatly
in Year
impact
1; 16.4%
how the
in child
Year
2).
succeeds (Auerbach, 1997; Gaitan, 2012;
Ortiz, 2004).
The majority of the open-ended comments
expressed
Because reading
teachers’
anddiscontent
literacy are
about
important
the
perceived
to understandings
uneven distribution
in the field of
ofeducation,
awards.
The
this study
number
will
offocus
comments
on theinanalysis
this category
of data
increased
relating toduring
readingYear
achievement
2, perhapsscores
because
of
teachers
Hispanicbecame
studentsaware
and aspects
of the differences
of personal in
award
background
amounts.
that may
Comments
affect afrequently
students’
reflected
score. It is
perceptions
important of
to aconsider
lack of distributive
the
and
students
procedural
that make
justice.
up the
According
population
to in
one
our
teacher,
nation’s “The
classrooms.
difference
TheinU.S.
the amount
is on a of
money
trajectory
available
to continue
to teachers
to become
is so great that
those
increasingly
of us who
diverse
do not
(Ball
teach
& Tyson,
an academic
2011;
class
Boskedo&not
Benavente-McEnery,
feel that our position
2010).
really
holds
Hispanics,
any value.”
especially, are the group of
individuals that are the fastest growing
subset of the U.S. population (Hemphill &
Discussion
Vanneman, 2011; Humes, Jones, & Ramirez
The
2011;majority
Kober, of
2010).
teachers
Moreover,
surveyed in both
approximately
12% of people
five and
years
reported positive
overallage
perceptions
over
in the
U.S. are Hispanic
of
team
performance
pay. The(Robinson,
results
2008). Some
research
indicatesmotivational
that there is
provided
evidence
of teachers’
an achievement
White
students
beliefs
related togap
the between
pay program
and
their
and Hispanic
students
(Robinson,
2008;
efforts
to improve
student
outcomes.
Some
Rojas-LeBouef
& increase
Slate, 2012;
Lopez et. al,
data
suggested an
in teacher
2007). Kober
cites
that by
eighth
agreement
rates(2010)
in Year
2, with
more
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%

proficientexpecting
in reading
by 8thand
grade
and only
teachers
awards
believing
that
56% efforts
of Hispanic
high school
students are
their
mattered.
.
proficient in reading compared to 81% and
78% respectively
for Whites.
Much
of the evidence
focused in the area of
equity theory (Adams, 1965; Mathibe,
Achievement
gaps can
be attributed
to a
2008),
which related
to teachers’
perceptions
variety
of factors.
Certainly,
the dominance
of
distributive
justice
(i.e., fairness
of award
amount
of monolinguistic,
and distribution),
white female
organizational
teachers in
education
may
have play
role in the ability
justice
(i.e.,
fairness
of thea workplace),
and
to connect with
diverse
groups of
procedural
justice
(i.e., fairness
ofstudents
the
(Ball & Tyson,
2011; Darling-Hammond
process).
In responding
to close-ended &
Bransford,
2005).
Some studies
items,
teachers
expressed
beliefs have
that the
suggestedwas
thatequitable.
variables of
income,inparental
program
However,
the
open-ended
education and
responses,
occupation,
many
andteachers
immigration
status may play
a roleperceived
in Hispanic
commented
on their
lackstudents’
of equity
reading
development
(Grouws, 1992;
Pond,
about
unfair
award distribution.
Teachers’
1999). Understanding
the justice
factors in
that hinder
concern
about distributive
or support literacy
development
is important
performance
pay programs
has been
as research
a link
reflected
in has
the indicated
literature as
wellbetween
(e.g.,
literacy development
and achievement
later
Mahony,
Menter, & Hextall,
2004; Murnane
onCohen,
in life (Billings,
&
1986). 2009; Dickinson &
Tabors, 2002; Herbers et al., 2012).
In regards to distributive justice, teachers at
at-risk campuses who taught in grade levels
Family
involvement
is one
aspect
that were
tested as part
of the
statethat this
study
aims to look
at more
Family
accountability
system
wereclosely.
eligible to
may
play
an instrumental
role
in literacy
receive
substantially
higher
awards
than
development
children
(Billings,
other teachers.among
Yet, the
program
was
2009;
Ortiz,
2004; Whitehurst
et al.,
designed
to reward
teacher teams
as a1988).
means
Moreover,
family’s
income can
afford for
to enhance aequity.
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have
additional
opportunities
learning
or be
reasoned that
team awardfor
systems
address
restricted
by financial
implications.
Poverty
the concerns
of competition
among teachers
is
a great
issue facing
many of
students
today.
and
the uneven
distribution
difficult
Berliner
points
poverty
is the
students.(2006)
Results
fromout
thisthat
study
indicated
issue
thatteam
is most
plaguingenhanced
student
that this
component
achievement
that for
students
of urban
perceptions ofand
equity
teachers
who
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and poor students
are below that of
taught state-tested
content courses.
their
middle-class
white
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However,
perceptions
ofpeers.
equity “A
were
of
school-age
children who
are did not
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forLatino
those teachers
economically
disadvantaged.
thanan
have the opportunity
to receiveMore
as large
one-fourth
(27%)
come
from
families
award because
they
taught
subjects
thatwith
were
incomes
below the poverty level, and
not state-tested.
another 33% are near poor” (Kober, 2010, p.
3).
Conclusion
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and home
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to
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express does
their not
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come
perceptions
to the classroom
of the a
program
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however,tobut
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shape
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thatof
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provided
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greatly
picture
impact
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perceptions
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1997; Gaitan,
pay 2012;
program
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Ortiz,
a way
2004).
that can inform future research,
implementation of teacher performance pay
programs,
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and district
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important
related
to understandings
to performance
in thepay
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in of
education.
education,
this study will focus on the analysis of data
Although
relating towe
reading
were achievement
able to examine
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dataof
related
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a team performance
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paypersonal
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with
background
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that mayofaffect
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that the
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that make
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up the
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The U.S.Therefore,
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minimize
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we utilized
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to enhance
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& Tyson,
of the2011;
research
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are theresearch.
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Another
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that some
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notof
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the U.S.
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one of the two
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becauseJones,
the data
& Ramirez
were
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2010). Moreover,
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designed,
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and this
12%limitation
of peopledid
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allow
and
any
overcontrol
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overare
theHispanic
variables(Robinson,
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included
2008). Some
in theresearch
survey. indicates
As a result,
thatthe
there is
survey
an achievement
did not take
gapinto
between
account
White
other
students
aspects
and Hispanic
of team
students
performance
(Robinson,
pay systems.
2008;
Rojas-LeBouef & Slate, 2012; Lopez et. al,
Several
2007). Kober
recommendations
(2010) citesfor
thatimplementing
by eighth
teacher
grade, Hispanic
performance
students
pay are
systems
only became
58%

apparent.
proficient in
Teachers’
reading understood
by 8th gradethe
and
program
only
and
56%were
of Hispanic
motivated
high
to school
improve
students
studentare
performance;
proficient in reading
therefore,
compared
administrators
to 81% might
and
need
78% respectively
to provide clearer
for Whites.
and more consistent
information about program structures and
the
Achievement
necessary criteria
gaps can
to be
achieve
attributed
awards.
to a As
one
variety
teacher
of factors.
expressed,
Certainly,
“teachers
the are
dominance
not able
to
of meet
monolinguistic,
goals they don’t
white know
femaleabout.”
teachers
We
in
suggest
education
that
may
practitioners
have play aplan
rolefor
in multiple
the ability
methods
to connectofwith
communication
diverse groups
so that
of students
teachers
understand
(Ball & Tyson,
the program
2011; Darling-Hammond
rules and remain &
motivated
Bransford,to
2005).
achieve
Some
the awards.
studies have
suggested that variables of income, parental
Another
educationpractical
and occupation,
recommendation
and immigration
relates to
the
status
notion
mayof
play
teacher
a roleteam
in Hispanic
motivation.
students’
Although
reading development
teachers in this
(Grouws,
study 1992;
reported
Pond,
enhanced
1999). Understanding
cooperation within
the factors
theirthat
respective
hinder
teams,
or support
some
literacy
teachers
development
who taughtisinimportant
subjects
or
as grades
researchthat
haswere
indicated
not tested
a linkbelieved
betweenthat
the
literacy
performance
development
system
andwas
achievement
unfair, later
inequitable,
on in life (Billings,
and not2009;
motivating.
Dickinson &
Consequently,
Tabors, 2002; Herbers
educational
et al.,
leaders
2012).should be
aware that even though team performance
pay might reinforce cooperation within
Family
is onealso
aspect
thatcause
this
teacher involvement
teams, the criteria
could
study
aims
to look
at more
Family
division
among
teachers
in closely.
the school.
may
playand
an campus
instrumental
role
in literacy
District
leaders
should
consider
development
among
(Billings,
ways to measure
the children
contributions
of
2009;
Ortiz,
et al.,tested
1988).
teachers
who2004;
do notWhitehurst
teach subjects
in
Moreover,
a family’s
income can afford for
state assessments.
Additionally,
additional
opportunities
for learning
policymakers
might consider
whetheror be
restricted
by financial
implications.
Poverty
performance
pay programs
should allow
is
a greatatissue
facinglevels
manyinstudents
today.
teachers
all grade
all academic
Berliner
(2006)
pointsthe
outopportunity
that poverty
the
subject areas
to have
toisearn
issue
that is
most of
plaguing
student
monetary
awards
equal values.
achievement and that students of urban
minority
and poor
students
below that of
Finally, further
study
about are
teacher
their
middle-class
peers.
“A majority
performance
pay iswhite
needed,
particularly
as
of
school-age
Latino
children
are
more
U.S. school
districts
implement
such
economically
disadvantaged.
More than
programs. One
question that remains
is if
one-fourth
(27%)
come for
from
families
money is the
motivator
teachers
to with
incomes
the poverty strategies
level, andand to
improve below
their instructional
another
33%toare
near poor”
(Kober,
2010, p.
collaborate
improve
student
achievement.
3).
Policymakers and district leaders should
consider how these limited funds are best
used and distributed. Furthermore, more
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research
is needed
ascertains
on the potentially
the concern over
negative
children and
impact
reading
that performance
in the following:
pay could
have
“Reading
on theand
motivation
writing are
of teachers
passportswho
to
achievement in many other curricular areas,
and literacy education plays an important
role in moving people out of poverty toward
greater self-sufficiency post-graduation.
Schools and home environments share
responsibility for literacy skill development”
(p. 8).

teach
subject
areas that
eligible
for
proficient
in reading
by are
8thnot
grade
and only
performance
awards.
56% of Hispanic
high school students are
proficient in reading compared to 81% and
78% respectively for Whites.

Achievement gaps can be attributed to a
variety of factors. Certainly, the dominance
of monolinguistic, white female teachers in
education may have play a role in the ability
to connect with diverse groups of students
(Ball & Tyson, 2011; Darling-Hammond &
Bransford, 2005). Some studies have
suggested that variables of income, parental
education and occupation, and immigration
status may play a role in Hispanic students’
reading development (Grouws, 1992; Pond,
1999). Understanding the factors that hinder
or support literacy development is important
as research has indicated a link between
literacy development and achievement later
on in life (Billings, 2009; Dickinson &
Tabors, 2002; Herbers et al., 2012).

A student does not come to the classroom a
blank slate, however, but is riddled with
experiences that shape the students’
approach to school, ability to perform, and
comprehension. Research indicates that
parental involvement in a students’
schooling can greatly impact how the child
succeeds (Auerbach, 1997; Gaitan, 2012;
Ortiz, 2004).
Because reading and literacy are important
to understandings in the field of education,
this study will focus on the analysis of data
relating to reading achievement scores of
Hispanic students and aspects of personal
background that may affect a students’
score. It is important to consider the
students that make up the population in our
nation’s classrooms. The U.S. is on a
trajectory to continue to become
increasingly diverse (Ball & Tyson, 2011;
Boske & Benavente-McEnery, 2010).
Hispanics, especially, are the group of
individuals that are the fastest growing
subset of the U.S. population (Hemphill &
Vanneman, 2011; Humes, Jones, & Ramirez
2011; Kober, 2010). Moreover,
approximately 12% of people age five and
over in the U.S. are Hispanic (Robinson,
2008). Some research indicates that there is
an achievement gap between White students
and Hispanic students (Robinson, 2008;
Rojas-LeBouef & Slate, 2012; Lopez et. al,
2007). Kober (2010) cites that by eighth
grade, Hispanic students are only 58%

Family involvement is one aspect that this
study aims to look at more closely. Family
may play an instrumental role in literacy
development among children (Billings,
2009; Ortiz, 2004; Whitehurst et al., 1988).
Moreover, a family’s income can afford for
additional opportunities for learning or be
restricted by financial implications. Poverty
is a great issue facing many students today.
Berliner (2006) points out that poverty is the
issue that is most plaguing student
achievement and that students of urban
minority and poor students are below that of
their middle-class white peers. “A majority
of school-age Latino children are
economically disadvantaged. More than
one-fourth (27%) come from families with
incomes below the poverty level, and
another 33% are near poor” (Kober, 2010, p.
3).
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